M ACRO G OLF :
P OWERSTROKE S HEILA
G RIP T EST
Results through Golfcentrix Trackman Testing

This controlled test used the Trackman Launch
Monitor to measure ninety(90) shots each from three
professional golfers using their personal club grips
first then repeating the test using the Powerstroke
Sheila grip.
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Macro Golf: Powerstroke Sheila Grip
Test
Results through Golfcentrix Trackman Testing
Background: Golfcentrix was approached and contracted by Dr. Richard
Ferris the inventor of the ergonomic grip The Powerstroke Sheila to record
the 26 parameters of ball flight data using the new Trackman IIIe and TPS
Software version 3.1 with three tour professionals. The test measured the
results of each pro hitting 15 shots with their Pitching Wedge, Six iron, and
driver with the own grips. The test was then repeated using the
Powerstroke Sheila grips.
The Powerstroke Sheila Grip with its ergonomic design:

The Standard Golf Grip:

The Thesis:
The traditional non ergonomic shape of traditional wide-butt golf
grips make a golf swing with a successful outcome more difficult to
perform.
Traditional, standard wide-butt golf grips have a totally anti-ergonomic
shape that causes the little finger of a normal human grasping hand to
impact on the grip surface first and just before the other fingers. This creates
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a fulcrum action that is immediately followed by the segmental in-turn grip
surface trigger action impactions of each of the hand's remaining fingers.
The (anti-ergonomic) traditional wide-butt tapered grip shape, historically
one of golf's most iconic design elements, was originally created to combat the
effects of the centrifugal force of a golf swing on the wet, slippery, surfaces of
long gone tanned-leather wrapped golf clubs. It is ironic that this familiar
and long accepted wide-butt shape, so efficient in regard to centrifugal force,
has in reality long been an anti-ergonomic hidden impediment to the
consistently efficient hand action required in the physics of a golf swing. The
traditional golf grip's extraneous fulcrum-trigger finger action is caused by
swing hand/finger grip pressure differentials that automatically increase
from set-up to impact ( especially in the downswing) and is a relentless
obstacle to successful and enjoyable play that must be unknowingly overcome
with a variety of difficult to repeat swing-timing manipulations by every
player on every single swing.
In short the traditional shape of traditional golf grips make a golf
swing with a successful swing outcome more difficult to perform.
The patented mid-tapered shape of PowerStroke is the most "ergonomic" grip
in golf because it is the only golf grip shaped to simultaneously receive all the
closing fingers of a player's grasping non dominant "left" hand thereby
eliminating the fulcrum-trigger finger actions common to all non-ergonomic
grip shapes. The PowerStroke mid-taper shape is an ergonomic physiological
design element essential to comfort, natural hand control, wrist flex and full
hand/arm extension. The practical golf swing expressions of PowerStroke's
ergonomic design are the elimination of swing hand/finger pressure
differentials set-up through impact ( softer downswing feel) ; increased speed
of wrist flex into impact ( increase left wrist "pop") ; greater swing arm
extension set-up thru impact and the development of an actual, accurate,
repeatable one plane swing. (Dr. Richard Ferrris)
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The Trackman IIIe:

Based on Doppler radar, TrackMan is a technology that allows us to measure,
in real time, what the golf club and golf ball are doing in time and 3dimensional space. When a golfer hits a shot, TrackMan generates a unique
data set – 26 specific measurements that accurately identify the impact and
ball flight conditions for that shot. All clubface, swing and ball-flight data –
from club-speed and hang-time to shot dispersion – are measured and
recorded for illustrative and comparative purposes. TrackMan is the first of
its kind to measure the complete path of any shot, ranging from short pitches
to 400-yard drives, pinpointing a golf ball’s landing position to within 1 foot
for every 100 yards of travel.
TrackMan has become the industry standard for the USGA, R&A and the
PGA Tour for golf club and golf ball performance measurement.
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Trackman Data:
Club Speed
Attack Angle
Club Path
Dynamic Loft
Face Angle
Spin Loft
Face To Path
Swing Plane
Swing Direction

Ball Speed
Smash Factor
Launch Angle
Launch Direction
Spin Rate
Spin Axis

Carry
Height
Total
Side
Side Total
Landing Angle
From Pin
Hang Time
Last Data

10 IMPORTANT TRACKMAN TERMS
1. Angle of Attack – the up or down directional travel of the center of
gravity of the clubhead during the impact interval.
2. Swing Direction – the overall horizontal direction of the golf swing in
relation to the target line at the lowest point of the swing arc. Be
aware this is almost never the point of impact.
3. Club Path – the 3 dimensional travel of the center of gravity of the
clubhead during the impact interval.
4. Face Angle – the horizontal position of the clubface in relation to the
target line at the point of maximum deformation of the golf ball.
5. Dynamic Loft – the amount of loft presented at the point of maximum
deformation of the golf ball. This is the amount of loft that is directly
responsible for the launch and spin characteristics of the shot.
6. Spin Loft – the 3-dimensional difference between dynamic loft and
angle of attack. This is also known as the D Plane.
7. Spin Axis – the orientation of the horizontal axis on which the golf ball
is spinning.
8. Clubhead Speed – the velocity of the center of gravity of the clubhead
at the moment just prior to impact.
9. Vertical Swing Plane – the angle of the club swing path measured from
hip-height to hip-height.
10. Smash Factor – simply, the ratio of ball speed to clubhead speed.
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Test Information:
•
•

The test was conducted at the Waldorf Astoria Golf Club, Lake Buena
Vista, FL on August 11, 2014.
The three professional were:
o Clinton Whitelaw/South Africa - European
Tour and South African Open Winner
o Mitch Adcock - PGA, Nike, and Champions
Tour
o Tom Fleetwood – Class A PGA teacher and
professional player

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weather was clear and 92 degrees F… altitude set 160’ above sea level.
Nike Range balls were used for all shots and Normalized to a Premium
Ball
The Trackman IIIe with TPS 3.1 software measured all data.
Each player hit 15 shots each with their Pitching Wedge, 6 iron, and
Driver with their standard grips.
Each player then hit 15 shots each with their Pitching Wedge, 8 iron,
and Driver with the Powerstroke Sheila grips.
All Pros were using the Powerstroke Sheila grips for the first time.
Video was recorded at 120fps with the Trackman IIIe camera and the
iPhone 5s.
Data was collected in XML format and rendered into TPS Report .pdf
formats as well as Excel files.
The worst shot of each data set was discounted in the rollup making
the sample size for each shot fourteen.
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Test Results
Clinton Whitelaw
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Mitch Adcock
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Tom Fleetwood
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All shots rolled up with differential comparisons:
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Test Observations:
Observations based on several criteria of performance:
•

•

•

•

Club head speed
o Clinton achieved the greatest result in increased club speed
across all 3 clubs with the driver increased nearly 3mph. This
translates to “adding 1 mph of club speed can increase your
distance by up to 3 yards with the driver.” Or in this case 10
yards. Also there were increases in launch angles by all three
players. Optimum launch angles achieve maximum distance
and also deliver the proper landing angles for wedges, irons, and
woods creating the necessary spin, stop distance, and roll
distance for woods.
Ball speed
o Again data supports slight to significant increases in ball speed
across all test areas. Smash factors remained the same.
Height
o All players achieved slight to significant increases in ball height
across all test areas.
Accuracy
o Accuracy in this case is measured in yards left or right of the
target also be called dispersion ellipses. The smaller the ellipse
the more accurate. Accuracy is dependent on angle of attack,
swing path, and face angle. This data shows the hand control
with the Sheila grip improves the release of the clubhead closer
to more manageable “D” plane parameters increasing accuracy.
o Accuracy was improved using the Powerstroke Sheila
Grip with all three test clubs.
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